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 Non-canonical Towns:
 Representation of urban Paradigms in
 Talmudic understanding of the Jewish City1
 Gil P. Klein
 THE plied QUESTION by the term OF THE epigonism PARADIGM , has and been its linked lesser manifestations, with the notion im- of plied by the term epigonism , has bee  linked with the notion of
 city throughout history. Negotiations over precession or influence be-
 tween cities was widespread in the classical world and the topos of
 brotherly contest, figuring in the Greek myth of the epigono /, is com-
 monly associated with cities in ancient Mediterranean traditions.2 In the
 history of the relationships between paradigmatic cities and the second-
 ary cities within their orbit of influence, Jerusalem and the rabbinic
 towns that flourished after its destruction represent a unique constella-
 tion. Jerusalems concentric sacred topography, with the Temple in its
 midst, determined a holy centre against which every Israelite city was
 measured for many centuries. However, the loss of Jerusalem initiated a
 complicated dialectical interplay between the old sacred topography and
 i. This article is based on ongoing PhD research, undertaken at the Department of Architec-
 ture, Cambridge University. This research was made possible thanks to the generous support of the
 Harold Hyam Wingate Foundation, B'nai В rith - London, and the Royal Institute of British Ar-
 chitects - the Research Trusts.
 2. The Greek word epigon designates descendent or one that is Ъогп besides,' H.G. Liddell
 and R. Scott, Greek-English Lexicon (Oxford 1996), p. 628. On the war over the control of Thebes
 between the brothers Ethoecles and Polyneikes and its consequences see Euripides, Phoenissae , 70-
 75 and Aeschylus, The Seven Against Thebes. Cain, the slayer of his brother, is the first biblical
 founder of a city (Gen. 4:17), and Romulus killed his brother Remus while laying the foundations
 for Rome (Plutarch, Life of Romulus). See J. Rykwert, The Idea of a Town: the Anthropology of Urban
 Form in Rome, Italy and the Ancient World (Cambridge Mass. and London 1988), p. 27-28. The de-
 scription of Rome as being founded by the descendants of Aeneas the Trojan suggests another
 epigonic link between two cities (Livy, History 1.3.11-4.9; 1.6.3-1.7.3; Virgil, Aeneid 8.31-35, 62-65).
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 the new rabbinic urban topographies, an interplay which inspired an
 imaginative reconstitution of its symbolic structure.
 It seems that, within the extensive study of Jerusalems understand-
 ing in rabbinic literature, very little attention has been paid to the sym-
 bolic structure of rabbinic urban topographies and hence, the role of
 cities such as Sepphoris or Tiberias in the formation of Jerusalems sym-
 bolic structure has been missed.3 By examining two sources from Tal-
 mud Bavli - Rosh Hashanah 3ia-b, and Bava Batra 75a-b - I will portray
 in this article the rich dialectical correspondence between Sepphoris and
 the symbol of Jerusalem.4 In so doing I hope to illuminate the rabbinic
 constitution of Talmudic cities as centres in their own right, wherein the
 mediation of the divine can be achieved through new religious practices.
 The City between Heaven and Earth: An Ontological Consideration
 It seems that the lack of study of the role of Jerusalems holy symbol in
 the constitution of rabbinic cities stems, to a great extent, from a mod-
 3. A concise list of works on Jerusalem includes, for instance: Y. Tzafrir and S. Safrai (eds.),
 The Book of Jerusalem: the Roman and Byzantine Periody [Hebrew] (Jerusalem 1999); M. Poorthuis
 and C. Safrai (eds.), The Centrality of Jerusalem : Historical Perspectives (Kampen 1996); S. Safrai,
 'Jerusalem in the Halacha of the Second Temple Period', in: ibid., p. 94-113; B.M. Bokser, 'Rab-
 binic Responses to Catastrophy: from Continuity to Discontinuity', PAAJR 50 (1983), p. 37-61;
 S.C. Reif, 'Jerusalem in Jewish Liturgy', Judaism 4 6 (1997), p. 159-168; A. Oppenheimer, U.
 Rappaport and M. Stern (eds.), Jerusalem in the Second Temple Period: Abraham Shalit Memorial
 Volume [Hebrew] (Jerusalem 1980); M.I. Gruber, 'Jerusalem in Judaism', in: J. Neusner, A.J. Avery-
 Peck and W.S. Green (eds.), The Encyclopaedia of Judaism (Leiden 2000), p. 525-534; J.M.
 Österreicher and A. Sinai (eds.), Jerusalem (New York 1974); C. Hezser, 'The (In) Significance of
 Jerusalem in the Talmud Yerushalmi', in: P. Schäfer and C. Hezser (eds), The Talmud Yerushalmi
 and Graeco-Roman Culture (Tübingen 2000), p. 11-49; E.E. Urbach, 'Jerusalem Which Is Below
 and Jerusalem Which Is Above', reprinted in The World of the Sages: Collected Studies , [Hebrew]
 (Jerusalem 2002), p. 376-391; B. Kiihnel (ed.), The Real and Ideal Jerusalem in Jewish , Christian and
 Islamic Art (Jerusalem 1998). On archaeology see B. Mazar, 'The Temple Mount', in: J. Amitai
 (ed.), Biblical Archaeology Today. Proceedings of the International Congress on Biblical Archaeology (Je-
 rusalem 1984), p. 465-466; M. Ben-Dov, Historical Atlas of Jerusalem (Jerusalem 2002); idem, In the
 Shadow of the Temple: the Discovery of Ancient Jerusalem (New York 1985); L.I. Levine, Jerusalem:
 portrait of the City in the Second Temple Period (538 ВСЕ - yo CE) (Philadelphia 2002).
 4. See G. P. Klein, 'The Topography of Symbol: Between Late Antique and Modern Jewish
 Understanding of Cities', ZRRG (January 2006). Stuart Miller has mentioned the source in ВТ
 Bava Batra 75b as a remarkable reference to Sepphoris but has not expanded on its meaning. S.S.
 Miller, 'New Perspectives on the History of Sepphoris', in: E.M. Meyers (ed.), Galilee Through the
 Centuries: Confluence of Cultures (Winona Lake 1999), p. 145-159.
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 ern tendency to see a dichotomy between the sacred and the profane
 realms, between the navel of the world and any other town. The idea
 that what is frequently called 'sacred space' stands opposite to profane
 space' can be seen for instance, in Eliade s reference to these two realms
 as '... two modes of being in the world, two existential situations as-
 sumed by man in the course of history../5 Such a dichotomy has al-
 ready been criticised in recently published works on spatial issues in late
 antique rabbinic Judaism, and it appears that scholars are becoming
 more aware of the richness of the situations confronted and articulated
 by the rabbis.6 Regarding Jerusalem, however, in what are still the fre-
 quently quoted works on its rabbinic understanding, the sages are often
 described as either elevating the symbol of Jerusalem to the point of to-
 tal abstraction, or, on the other hand, preferring the earthly to the point
 of undermining the divine status of the city. Jacob Neusner, for exam-
 ple, has claimed that ťthe heavenly city is in no way related to earthly
 realities, neither drawing on nor supplying metaphors for this worlds
 city', arguing that for the sages the symbol of 'city' in general was a use-
 less one.7 The opposite view is represented by Urbach, who maintained
 that the rabbis consciously rejected the heavenly aspects of Jerusalem for
 polemical reasons and stressed its earthly restoration.8 By illuminating
 what I see as a more mediated distance between heavenly and earthly
 manifestations of Jerusalem in rabbinic literature, I hope to demon-
 strate, in the course of the following discussion, how this mediated dis-
 5. M. Eliade, The Sacred and the Profane (New York 1959), p. 14-15.
 6. See for example S. Fine, This Holy Place: on the Sanctity of the Synagogue During the Greco-
 Roman Period (Notre Dame 1998), p. 9-13; C.E. Fonrobert, 'From Separatism to Urbanism: the
 Dead Sea Scrolls and the Origins of the Rabbinic eruv' Dead Sea Discoveries 11, 1 (2004), p. 44-45;
 on the dichotomy of gender in the study of cities see C. Baker, Rebuilding the House of Israel:
 Architectures of Gender in Jewish Antiquity (Stanford 2002), p. 18-21. On the problem in the Chris-
 tian understanding of Jerusalem see W. Pulían, '"Sacred Space" as Mediation, in: K. Doevendans
 amd G. van der Harst (eds.), The Church in the Post-industrial Landscape (Zoetermeer 2004),
 p. 247-248.
 7. J. Neusner, 'The City as a Useless Symbol in Late Antique Judaism', in: J. Neusner (ed.),
 Major Trends In Formative Judaism (Chicago 1983), p. 38. Miller, who supports the view concerning
 the role of the city as a symbol, does not seem to notice the misconception of Jerusalem emerging
 from such approach. Thus, in the same article, he accepts Neusner's claim and, at the same time,
 points to the remarkable incorporation of Sepphoris into the picture of the future Jerusalem.
 Miller, op. cit. (1999), p. 146 and 158-159.
 8. Urbach, op. cit. (2002), p. 391.
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 tance enabled the participation of rabbinic towns in the symbol of Jeru-
 salem.
 For this purpose, it is necessary to begin with a short explication of
 this distance, which may also be referred to in ontological terms as the
 distance between the historical and the eternal in respect of cities. Phe-
 nomenology understands this distance to be the fundamental aspect of
 our human finitude; it is our nature that, unlike gods, we can only per-
 ceive reality in a mediated form, through representation.9 In his seminal
 book, Maurice Merleau-Ponty describes this in spatial terms.10 He dem-
 onstrates how, through the body and the motility of its action, we first
 distinguish ourselves from the world and thus become capable of under-
 standing.11 This motility is determined by the spatiality of, for instance,
 a room, a building or a street. Hence, the sphere of action within a city
 presupposes a structure of depth, in the same manner that, in speaking,
 the words '...are behind me, like things behind my back, or like the
 citys horizon round my house, I reckon with them or rely on them, but
 without having any "verbal image".'12 Only after speech has ended, says
 Merleau-Ponty, 'thought on the speech or text will be able to arise'13. In
 this way he indicates that the formation of an image or a thought takes
 place through further emancipation from the deep structure of reality,
 mediated by architecture and language. The movement from the motil-
 ity of the body, through cultural activities such as speech, and up to
 speculative thought about this activity is the very process of understand-
 ing through representation. It is the distance we create between the
 world and ourselves and the attempt to participate in that which is tran-
 scendent.14
 9. On this issue in regard to architecture see M. Heidegger, 'Building, Dwelling, Thinking',
 in Basic Writings [English], ed. D. Farrell Krell (London 2000), p. 343-363. See also H.G. Gadamer,
 Truth and Method (New York 1997), p. 144-159.
 10. M. Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception (London and New York 2002).
 и. 'It is through my body that I understand other people, just as it is through my body that
 I perceive "things'", ibid., p. 216.
 12. Ibid., p. 209.
 13. Ibid.
 14. Paul Ricoeur says that 'by understanding himself in and through the signs of the sacred,
 man performs the most radical abandonment of himself that it is possible to imagine.' P. Ricoeur,
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 However, Merleau-Ponty s analogy of the citys horizon and words
 as the tacit structure for speech seems to embody another insight. Apart
 from implying that architecture is as crucial for understanding as is lan-
 guage, this analogy suggests that urban architecture is a particularly sig-
 nificant setting for the play of remoteness and proximity between the
 world of the divine and our own world. The fact that the city pertains
 to that which is common to all and has the capacity to contain diversity
 and difference within its wholeness seems, indeed, to make it a unique
 site for the manifestation of the universal in the particular.15 This
 uniqueness is also evident in the extent of theological discourse evolving
 cities throughout history, as well as in the central role of urban topogra-
 phies in ritual, which has been extensively studied under the category of
 'sacred space'.16
 The Sacred Topography of Jerusalem: From Ezekiel to the Rabbis
 In the following examination of the way in which the city serves as a
 setting for the communication with the divine, I will briefly touch upon
 ancient, classical and late antique articulations of Jerusalem in rabbinic
 Jewish as well as non-Jewish sources. My reflections upon other related
 cities and sources are based on the assumption that there was a degree of
 exchange and of historical continuity within the wider orbit of the near-
 The Conflict of Interpretation : Essays in Hermeneutics , ed. Don Ihde (London and New York 2004),
 p. 21.
 15. See P. Carl, 'City-Image versus Topography of Praxis', Cambridge Archaeological Journal
 10, 2 (2000), p. 328-335.
 16. Some major works in this field are: M. Eliade, The Myth of the Eternal Return, or, Cosmos
 and History (London 1989); L. Bouyer, Rite and Man: the Sense of the Sacral in Christian Liturgy
 (London 1963); H.W. Turner, From Temple to Meeting House; the Phenomenology and Theology of
 Places of Worship (The Hague 1979); J.Z. Smith, Map is not Territory: Studies in the History of Reli-
 gions (Leiden 1978); idem, To Take Place: Toward Theory in Ritual (Chicago and London 1987);
 B.A. Hanawalt and M. Kobialka, Medieval Practices of Space (Minneapolis and London 2000); J.P.
 Vernant, 'Hestia-Hermes: the Religious Expression of Space and Movement in Ancient Greece', in
 Myth and Thought among the Greeks (London 1983), p. 127-175; R.L. Grimes, Research in Ritual
 Studies: a Programmatic Essay and Bibliography (Metuchen and London 1985); M. Douglas, Purity
 and Danger: an Analysis of Pollution and Taboo (London and Boston 1984); J. Dan, On Sanctity:
 Religion, Ethics and Mysticism in Judaism and Other Religions, [Hebrew] (Jerusalem 1997).
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 eastern and Mediterranean cultures.17 More importantly however, the
 grounds for my consideration of these other places and sources is the
 fact that they have become an integral part of our own time s urban un-
 derstanding, from within which I write.18
 An important example of the mediation of urban topographies in
 the ancient world is the Mesopotamian temple-palace cities. These cen-
 tres of near-eastern civilisations had a significant influence on Jerusa-
 lems stratified urban layout.19 Its configuration preserved the typicality
 of proportionate relationships between three components: the house of
 God on the hill extended its authority to the house of the king in the
 'ofel or milo' (through the exclusive operations of prophets, priests and
 scribes), which then extended its own authority to the city and the land
 (through, for instance, the administration of taxes, construction and
 warfare).20 An urban structure of mediation of this kind is constituted
 by the sanctity of the temple, which often, in near-eastern cultures, is
 17. The question of the relevance of comparison and analogy between Greek classical sources
 and rabbinic literature, for example, is an area of disagreement amongst scholars. See the discussion
 in the introduction of L.I. Levine, Judaism and Hellenism in Antiquity: Conflict or Confluence
 (Seattle 1998).
 18. On the approach applied here to the interpretation of history see Gadamer s articulation
 of the 'fusion of horizons', by which we, as modern scholars, bring historical situations together
 through the 'issue of the text' that we share with the cultures we study (Gadamer, op. cit., p. 300-
 312). This notion is developed also in what Ricoeur understands as the 'world of the text' in the
 context of writing (P. Ricoeur, Essays on Biblical Interpretation [London 1980], p. 99). On the appli-
 cation of this approach to rabbinic literature see G. Hasan-Rokem, Web of Life: Folklore and
 Midrash in Rabbinic Literature (Stanford 2000), p. 18-19.
 19. J. Schwartz, 'The Temple in Jerusalem', in: Poorthuis and Safrai (eds.), op. cit ., p. 31;
 Mazar, op. cit., p. 465-466. Moreover, the difficulties, portrayed in the books of Samuel and Kings,
 in implementing this model politically by canonising Jerusalem as the capital of the twelve tribes
 exemplify the centrality of the question of paradigm in the study of cities.
 20. On the relationship between the Temple and the Land see M Kelim 1:6. The classical
 study of the Mesopotamian sacred topography is that of H. Frankfort, Kingship and the Gods: a
 Study of Ancient Near Eastern Religion as the Integration of Society and Nature (Chicago and London
 1978; reprinted 1991). See also I.J. Winter, "'Seat of Kingship", "A Wonder to Behold": the Palace as
 Construct in the Ancient Near East', Ars orientalis 23 (1993), p. 27-55. As Peter Carl explicates in his
 analysis of the Mesopotamian city: 'The series "house, temple, temple-palace, city, city-state, em-
 pire" constitutes a chronology and a hierarchy of scale; but more importantly, it refers to a progres-
 sively more articulated and differentiated reformulation of the primordial experience of dwelling in
 a mythically embodied society: what we may term the "cosmic house." P. Carl, 'Ancient Mesopota-
 mia and the Foundation of Architectural Representation, The Princeton Journal 1 (1983), p. 172. See
 also II Chronicles 7:38.
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 seen as a reflection of a divine artefact. The famous account of Gudea,
 ensi of Lagash (2125 ВСЕ), in which divine tablets inscribed with the
 planets and a plan of a house are shown to him for the purpose of re-
 building the god Nigrisus temple, demonstrates such reflection.21 This
 cosmic status of the temple, suggested by its planetary map and its prior
 existence with the deity, is implied also in Exodus 25:9 where the divine
 pattern of the Tabernacle and its furnishings is shown to Moses, and in I
 Chronicles 28:11-12 where the plan of the Jerusalem Temple, which
 David ťhad by the spirit' is given to Solomon to execute.22
 By 587 ВСЕ, when the Temple and the city were destroyed by the
 armies of Nebuchadnezzar, Jerusalem had already become synonymous
 with the sacrificial cult and with the people. The prophecy of Ezekiel
 (40-48) to the Judean exiles exemplifies this in its profound engage-
 ment with the city as topos for the peoples restoration. In his analysis
 of Ezekiel 40-48, Jonathan Z. Smith describes the prophets mechanism
 of representation, saying that ťThe Temple served as a metonymy for
 the totality of the social domain of Israel, and the key distinctions
 inherent in the "house of Israel" were mapped in terms of its topogra-
 phy and architecture/23 Smith also argues that the structures of hierar-
 chy of sanctity conjured by Ezekiel were 'capable of being both repli-
 cated and rectified within the temple complex. Being systemic, they
 could also be replicated without. Even lacking a king or a temple...'24
 The importance of this enterprise lies in the fact that even in the at-
 tempt to provide for worship away from Jerusalem, the citys structure
 dictates the framework for the relationship between Israel and its
 21. T. Jacobsen, The Treasures of Darkness: a History of Mesopotamian Religion (New Haven
 1976); See also Carl, op. cit ., p. 174.
 22. See C.T.R. Hayward, The Jewish Temple: a Non-biblical Sourcebook (London and New
 York 1996), p. 10. The notion of templům , the sacred enclosure, was constituted by the Etruscan
 and early Roman augurs by interpreting cosmic omens and applying them spatially through incan-
 tation and marking. Rykwert, op. cit p. 45-49.
 23. Smith, op. cit. (1987), p. 70. The limitations of Smiths theories regarding the 'locative
 versus the Utopian are discussed in W. Pulían, Transformation of the Urban Order in Early Christian
 Jerusalem: Pilgrimage and the Ritual Topography ; 325-460 , PhD dissertation, (Cambridge University
 I995)> p. 6-7.
 24. Smith, op. cit. (1987), p. 73.
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 God.25 This is demonstrated most prominently elsewhere in Ezekiel
 (4:1), wherein in order to perform the prophecy he is told to summon
 Jerusalem by inscribing its image on a brick.
 Ezekiels reliance on the city for his eschatology, expressed in this
 inscription of the image, is perhaps the reason for the influence his
 prophecy had on the speculation about Jerusalem in later generations,
 including that of the rabbis.26 In order to explain, later on, the strategy
 of manipulation of Ezekiel s prophecy by the rabbis, I would like now to
 elaborate briefly on the nature of his representation of the city named
 ťThe Lord Is There'. This representation illuminates what was earlier
 mentioned as the dialectic of remoteness and proximity, which charac-
 terises the mediation between the eternal and the historical. With regard
 to proximity, the prophecy draws the divine near through Ezekiels ca-
 pacity for mediating God, a capacity which comes into existence
 through the city. Apart from the brick image of Jerusalem, Ezekiel also
 applies the narrative of measurement to bind the prophetic faculty of
 mediation with the sacred urban topography. The common ancient
 near-eastern depictions of a deity handing a measuring rod or cord to a
 king seems to be at the background of the prophets use of this motif.27
 In a religion such as that of Mesopotamia, which is 'built on building'28,
 this endowment means the giving of the very instrument of mediation
 with which to construct reality. The rod mediates between the heavenly
 plan and the earthly building through the power of the builder-king.29
 For Ezekiel, the act of measuring conducted by the divine messen-
 ger is the manner in which the city and temple are revealed. The proph-
 ets own power of mediation is constituted by his seeing and under-
 25. Ezekiel does not name the city as Jerusalem and it seems that, although it is in the land
 of Israel and on the mountain, this city belongs to a different reality (traditionally understood as
 the messianic age). It has also been suggested that the prophets description of the Temple is based
 on his familiarity with the first Jerusalem Temple.
 26. This influence will be discussed below.
 27. For example, by Inana to Zim-ri-lim at Mari, or by Shamash to Hammurabi atop his
 stele of laws. See also Zechariah 2:6.
 28. Smith, op. cit. (1987), p. 17.
 29. On the symbol of the reed see E. Voegelin, Order and History , vol. 4: The Ecumenic Age
 (Baton Rouge 1974), p. 77.
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 standing of the divine presentation of dimensions.30 This presentation
 of dimensions also allows for the construction of hierarchy and relation-
 ships between the different urban elements, through the notion of pro-
 portionate analogy. The change in scale between the holiest parts and
 the progressively more profane ones maintains their continuity within
 one descending structure of sacredness.31 Another aspect of drawing the
 divine near through the restored city in Ezekiel s prophecy is its location
 in a geographically specific place on a mountain in the land of Israel.
 The comfort found in the words of the prophet may lie also in the fact
 that even if this real, accessible place does not accommodate the city in
 the present it exists in the potentiality of the future.
 Nevertheless, there is an element in Ezekiel s representation of the
 city that, while drawing the divine nearer to his listeners, also pushes it
 away into the remoteness of heavenly perfection. Although the prophet
 designates in his city an area called profane,' this section remains am-
 biguous and seems to be confined within a highly geometric, controlled
 boundary. As Smith has noted, Ezekiel is concerned with establishing
 hierarchies of sanctity that can exist even without the city, and indeed
 the city and its mundane, unmeasured life is crudely portrayed in com-
 parison to the detailed temple precinct.
 It seems that this ideal depiction of the city is what particularly in-
 spired later allusions to Ezekiels structure in apocalyptic speculations
 about Jerusalem such as the ones in the Qumran scrolls and in St John
 of Patmos s Book of Revelation. For both Qumranic and early Christian
 theologies of the first century CE, the earthly Jerusalem of the Second
 Temple time was a problematic city, and the visions of the messianic
 30. For an elaboration on the prophetic discourse see Ricoeur, op. cit. (1980), p. 75-77.
 31. For instance, the balanced measures of the city's square wall (4500 x 4500 cubits) ensure
 the equality between the tribes represented by the three gates on each side. It also enables this
 equality to extend beyond the city and onto the land, wherein equal slices of allotments are given
 to each of the tribes, maintaining the centre of the land for the Levites and priests. A similar role of
 extending the order of Jerusalem onto the land is given to the river described by Ezekiel as spring-
 ing from under the Temple, and running throughout the tribes' allotments. The ascending order of
 sacredness in the city itself marks the sanctuary as holiest, followed by the different area of ritual
 and through to the outer city, which is described as hoi - profane - the place of pasture and dwell-
 ing (Ezek. 48:15).
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 era, generated at that time, included the institution of a new heavenly
 city harmoniously and geometrically structured.32 As for the rabbis, the
 stratified sacred topography of Ezekiel's city appears to have been at the
 background of the Second Temple Jerusalems cultic and textual tradi-
 tions, which formed the basis for their own understanding. However, as
 I shall show later on, in regard to the future city, the rabbis had a very
 different notion from the ideal structure that appealed to their Christian
 and Qumranic counterparts.
 The rabbinic formulation of Jerusalems sacred topography sees
 the Holy of Holies as the centre of a concentric structure of descending
 holiness, the layers of which are the different courts of the Temple
 precinct, followed by the city and then the land.33 One of the main
 sources of this formulation is Tosefta, Kelim Bava Qama 1:12, which
 states:
 Now just as in the wilderness there were three camps - the camp of
 the shekhinah [the Divine Presence] , the camp of the Levites, and the
 camp of Israel - so there were also in Jerusalem: From the entrance of
 Jerusalem to the entrance to the Temple mount is the Israelite camp.
 From the entrance to the Temple Mount to the Gates of Nicanor is
 32. On Jesus' resentment of Pharisee establishment and of the earthly Temple see Mark 13:2;
 Matthew 24:2; Luke 19:44. On the cubical heavenly city see Revelation 21, 22. Among the varied
 speculations of the Second Temple period, concerning Jerusalem and the structures of the divine
 realm, such as those in the apocryphal and Pseudepigraphic books of Baruch, Tobit, Enoch and
 Jubilees, the Qumran Scrolls of the Temple and the Scroll of the New Jerusalem seem to be the
 most concerned with the holy city's architecture. For a discussion of the Qumran sect's understand-
 ing of the ideal city in the different scrolls see M. Chyutin, The Jerusalem Scroll from Qumran , [He-
 brew] (Tel Aviv 2003); L.H. Shiffman, 'Jerusalem in the Dead Sea Scrolls', in: Poorthuis and Safrai
 (eds.), op. cit., p. 71-88; M. Broshi, 'Visionary Architecture and Town Planning in the Dead Sea
 Scrolls', in: D. Dimant and L. H. Shiffman (eds.), Time to Prepare the Way in the Wilderness. Papers
 on the Qumran Scrolls by Fellows of the Institute for Advanced Studies of the Hebrew University, Jerusa-
 lem, 1989-1990, Studies on the Texts of the Desert ofjudah 16, (Leiden 1995), p. 9-22. On the mystical
 articulations of the heavenly structures in 'Merkhabah' and 'Hekhalot' literature see R. Elior,
 'Merkhabah Mysticism: a Critical Review', Numen yj (1990), p. 233-249; idem, ' Hekhalot and
 Merkhavah Literature: Its Relation to the Temple, the Heavenly Temple, and the "Diminished
 Temple'" [Hebrew], in: L.I. Levine (ed.), Continuity and Renewal. Jews and Judaism in Byzantine-
 Christian Palestine (Jerusalem 2004), p. 107-114. See also P. Schäfer, The Hidden and Manifested
 God: Some Major Themes in Early Jewish Mysticism (Albany 1992).
 33. See for example BT Rosh Hashanah 3ia-b, discussed below. This formulation is known
 also from Qumranic texts such as Q4MMT В 29-31. See the translation by Shiffman, op. cit., p 80.
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 the camp of the Levites. From the Gates of Nicanor inward is the
 camp of the shekhinah 34
 Another stratification from M, Kelim 1:6-8, also determines the place of
 Jerusalem in relation to the land within this sacred topography. By start-
 ing with the Land of Israel and moving through the walled cities of the
 Land up to Jerusalem and on to the Temple Mount, this source extends
 the wilderness camp model beyond the city. In this sense, Eliade s note
 that 'Palestine, Jerusalem, and the Temple severally and concurrently
 represent the image of the universe and the centre of the world'35 cannot
 be directly applied to the rabbinic understanding. Rabbinic literature
 sees these three elements as arranged in a relationship of containment,
 representing the divine at ascending levels of embodiment rather than
 existing independently from one another.36 This sacred topography pre-
 served the mediating structure of the Mesopotamian temple-palace city
 and the heavenly status of the temple at its heart.
 The notion of the heavenly status of the sanctuary is expressed in
 several places in rabbinic texts such as, for instance, BT Hagigah 12b in
 which the Temple is described as standing in the celestial layer Zevul to-
 gether with the archangel Michael, who is ministering at the altar.37 It
 also seems to be agreed by both the tana'im and the amora im that the
 future Temple will be built by God himself, a belief that is shared with
 34. тхл а*?вгр плаа taVerra rn id - tr mna лзпа ,лгэю лапа - липа vbw -iman тлю dbdi
 .ягэ» mna - d^ďVi -пзрч иияэ , л-i1? mna - -трч ию nsn лчэл *in плва , Vinen лапа - лчэл -in плв
 See Gruber's entry on 'Jerusalem in Judaism', in: Neusner, Avery-Peck and Green (eds), op.
 cit., p. 528.
 35. M. Eliade, The Sacred and the Profane (New York 1959), p. 42-43.
 36. On the Land of Israel see R.S. Sarason, 'The significance of the Land of Israel in the
 Mishnah', in: L.A. Hofmann (ed.), The Land of Israel: Jewish perspectives (Notre Dame 1986),
 p. 109-136; C. Primus, 'The Borders of Judaism: the Land of Israel in Early Rabbinic Judaism, in:
 Hofmann (ed.), op. cit., p. 97-108; I.M. Gafni, Land, Center and Diaspora : Jewish Constructs in Late
 Antiquity (Sheffield 1997). W.D. Davies, The Territorial Dimension of Judaism (Berkley and London
 1982); S. Safrai, 'The Land of Israel in Tannaitic H alacha, in: G. Strecker (ed.), Das Land Israel in
 Biblischer Zeit (Göttingen 1983); Z. Safrai, Boundaries and Governance in the Land of Israel in the
 Period of the Mishnah and the Talmud, [Hebrew] (Tel-Aviv 1980).
 37. In this source Reish Lakish mentions a heavenly Jerusalem alongside a heavenly Temple,
 however, as Urbach shows in The World of the Sages, {op. cit.) p. 376, n. 1, this seems to be a later
 addition and the older manuscript does not have Jerusalem in the celestial layer Zevul.
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 the apocalyptic literature of Enoch and IV Ezra.38 The rabbis also stress
 the camp of the Levites as an element of mediation between the place of
 God and that of the people. Through this mediation, the participation
 of the people in the divine, represented by the Temple, becomes possi-
 ble.
 As for Jerusalem however, the many rich speculations regarding the
 city in rabbinic literature very rarely provide a hint of its divine origin in
 the way we find in the Book of Revelation and the apocalyptic litera-
 ture.39 In both the Palestinian and Babylonian traditions, these visions
 of Jerusalem are often of a supernatural kind, depicting for instance, a
 banquet for the righteous prepared in the city from the flesh of the Le-
 viathan,40 the construction of enormous gates made of precious stones
 and gems,41 the lifting of Jerusalem to great heights, and the expansion
 of the city over vast distances, which allows it to encompass a multitude
 of people and buildings.42 Nevertheless, these speculations do not por-
 tray a heavenly city, which will in due course descend from the sky, but
 rather a fixture earthly one. If Jerusalem is the camp of Israel, it is upon
 the land of Israel and not from above that it will be restored.43
 Moreover, the capacity for mediation between the divine and the
 human embedded in the city is important precisely because these two
 realms are fundamentally different. This is made particularly clear by
 the only explicit mention of a heavenly Jerusalem in either Tanaitic or
 Amoraic sources, attributed by the Babylonian Talmud, in Taanit 5a, to
 the 3rd century Palestinian sage R. Yohanan:
 38. Mekhilta de-Rabbi Yishmael ( Deshira Beshalach) 10; PT Berakhot 5b-c; Midrash
 Tanhuma {Behaalotkha) 6. See Urbach, op. cit. (2002), p. 378-379 and V. Aptowitzer, 'The Celestial
 Temple as Viewed in the Aggadah', Binah 2 (1989), p. 1-29. For a comparison of Greek pagan au-
 thors writing about the Jerusalem Temple, such as Hecataeus of Abdera and Aristeas, with Jewish
 authors, such as Jesus Ben Sira, the author of Jubilees, Philo of Alexandria, Flavius Josephus and
 the author of Liber Antiquitatum Biblicarum , see C.T.R. Hayward, The Jewish Temple : A Non-Bibli-
 cal Sourcebook (London and New York 1996).
 39. IV Ezra 7:26, 8:52-53, 10:44-50; Apocalypse of Baruch 4:3. The distinction between the
 Temple and the city of Jerusalem in the sages' theology was noted by Urbach, op. cit. (2002), p. 378.
 40. BT Bava Batra 75a.
 41. Ibid.
 42. BT Bava Batra 75b; Sifre Deuteronomy 1; Song of Songs Rabbah 7:5.
 43. This idea is further developed below.
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 Said R. Nahman to R. Yitzhak: 'What is meant by the saying "The
 Holy One in the midst of thee: and I will not enter into the city"
 (Hosea и 19)44 - since the Holy one is in the midst of thee I will not
 enter into the city?' He said to him 'this is what R. Yohanan said: "I
 will not enter Jerusalem which is above before I enter Jerusalem
 which is below." And is there a Jerusalem above? Yes, for it is written
 "Jerusalem built up, a city knit together" (Psalms 122 :з)45
 Here, R. Yohanan seems to portray a situation of equilibrium in which
 the two reflecting cities are linked by the same fate. One, however, is
 heavenly and the other is its earthly counterpart. In explicating R.
 Yohanans two Jerusalems, the later Midrash Tanhuma {Pekudai 1) says
 that God has made the city which is above out of his love for the city
 which is below and for his people. Ephraim Urbach argues in his analy-
 sis of the Talmudic text and its later explication that, in order to oppose
 the apocalyptic literature s narrative, its picture of Jerusalem is reversed
 by the rabbis. He asserts that ťthe rabbis did not dismiss the notion of a
 heavenly Jerusalem altogether, but made it a branch of Jerusalem which
 is below, and only when God enters the one below will he also enter the
 one above; nevertheless, the one bellow shall not descend from heaven
 but will be built on earth by humans.46 The two individually acceptable
 claims in this quote seem to me, however, to be distorted by their con-
 flation. Nowhere in the text does it say that the Jerusalem which is be-
 low is the future Jerusalem and hence this source should not be read as
 an eschatological program.47 I propose seeing this text as a different sort
 of comfort altogether, a sort that is based on the ongoing link with the
 distant God rather than on any future return of His to dwell on earth.
 44. King James version translates ba'ir (т»а) as 'in the city', echoing the rabbis' interpreta-
 tion of this word. JPS follows Rashi and has 'I will not come in fury'. See E. Lévinas, Beyond the
 Verse: Talmudic Readings and Lectures (London 1994), p. 37.
 45. кик vmp "pnpm owa ?"туэ к*ак kVi tmp "pn^a" э-тт :¡?ri2r ъчЪ рлз 3*1 л-»1? пак
 bv юэкю л*?»а кик к1? *ол -jm вгпрл пак" :рпг -m пак *ол' :лч1? пак rvsn
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 46. Urbach, op. cit. (2002), p. 391.
 47. Urbachs conclusion that the 'Heavenly Jerusalem is for the sages nothing but the out-
 come of the growth and construction of the earthly Jerusalem' (ibid), which implies a kind of rab-
 binic Tower of Babel. This appears to be the outcome of the confusion between the heavenly city
 and the future one.
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 The distance R. Yohanan establishes between the two cities is the dis-
 tance between two ontologically different entities, two distinct manifes-
 tations of Jerusalem which can be bound to each other only through the
 love of God.
 This rare example of the city as a setting for the mediation between
 the eternal and the historical is discussed by Emmanuel Lévinas in his
 reading of BT Makhot 10a.48 On the basis of this source, in which God
 is described as preferring Torah study to Temple sacrifices, Lévinas adds
 another element of mediation to the connecting divine love manifest in
 the midrash of the two cities. While illuminating the aspect of ethics in
 this midrash he says: 'An earthly Jerusalem must be accomplished -
 which in Talmudic terms means studying and practicing the Torah or
 the justice of the Torah, and in a way moving, thanks to study, on to
 another level of practical conscience and attention through which the
 science called Torah is defined - so that the heavenly Jerusalem is filled
 with divine presence.'49 In this passage, Lévinas points also to the cen-
 tral role of the study and practice of the Torah in the constitution of
 both the real and ideal communities.50
 48. Lévinas, op. cit., p. 34-52.
 49. Ibid., p. 38. In BT Bava Batra 75b R. Yohanan is quoted as saying: 'Jerusalem of the
 world to come is not like Jerusalem of this world. Regarding Jerusalem of this world, whoever
 wishes to go up to it may go up. However, as regards Jerusalem of the world to come, only those
 invited to it may go up to it.'
 50. The spiritual symbol of Jerusalem has been developed as a philosophical and theological
 structure in late antiquity by Philo, and later by St John Cassian and St Augustine. Philo distin-
 guishes, in De Somniis 2.246-250, between 'the visible city of God', 'the holy city, which exists at
 present, in which also the holy temple is established' and the progressively more symbolic aspects of
 the heavenly city as they are implied by the Psalmist (46:5). The first symbolic level of operation of
 this city is 'the soul of the wise man, in which God is said also to walk, as if in a city'. In this sense,
 Philo re-enforces a split between the historical city where, for example, the Temple stands and its
 symbolic representation as the soul of the wise man. However, at the same time he re-establishes a
 continuity between the two 'cities' wherein the Jerusalem of the soul is a higher manifestation of
 the actual Jerusalem and a place which can be experienced by all. Philo's last level of symbolic ful-
 filment for Jerusalem is the ultimate whole, the cosmos. The Psalmist according to him 'in one
 sense... calls the world the city of God'. In his Conlationes XIV. 8. 4, St John Cassian further divides
 this structure and describes Jerusalem as a fourfold: the first aspect is the historical (the city in
 Palestine where the kings ruled and Jesus was crucified), the second is the allegorical (the city as the
 church), the third aspect is the anagogical (the heavenly Jerusalem) and the fourth is the
 tropologica! (the city as the soul of the human believer). St Augustine also understands the heav-
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 Strategies of Participation : the Journey from Jerusalem to Sepphoris
 The love of God for the people and its reciprocation through rabbinic
 study and practice figure also in other Talmudic accounts of Jerusalems
 sacred topography. These accounts, which position the city of Sepphoris
 within the spatial and temporal structure of Jerusalem, use the theme of
 exile to set up a new connection between God and Israel. This theme
 has already been studied by Jonathan Z. Smith in his attempt to expand
 Eliade s terminology of the centre and stress the significance of the pe-
 riphery in Judaism and Christianity.51 In the face of the loss of the cen-
 tre, Smith points out, Israel returns to the experience of exile as a consti-
 tuting principle, as a new form of relationship with its God.52
 The account in BT Rosh Hashanah 3ia-b, concerning the exile of
 the Shekhinah, the divine presence, exemplifies this notion in a particu-
 larly spatial manner.53 In this source, the exile of the divine presence
 from the sanctuary is equated with the banishment of the Sanhédrin -
 the great court and highest national and spiritual council - from its
 chambers in the Temple precinct.54 The assembly of sages and Gods
 manifestation on earth are described as departing in ten parallel stages
 from the sacred enclosure into exile. But if we expected the divine pres-
 ence to leave to heaven directly from behind the veil and above the
 Cherubim, she in fact moves horizontally across the Temple Mount,
 into the city, up to the Mount of Olives and finally to the desert, from
 enly and earthly, eternal and historical aspects of the city to be entangled, so to say, with one an-
 other, only to separate at the end of time. De civitate dei, XVIII, i.
 51. Smith, op. cit. (1978), p. 101.
 52. Ibid. p. 122. See also Gafni, op. cit., p. 27-40. Lévinas says regarding the passage from BT
 Taanit 5a that 'God followed Israel into exile, He will return onto Himself only by crossing, with
 Israel returning from exile, the earthly Jerusalem.' op. cit., p. 37.
 53. See the parallel account in Genesis Rabbah 97:13. On the notion of the Shekhinah, its
 theological role and its relationship with the people of Israel in rabbinic literature see E. Urbach,
 The Sages : Their Concepts and Beließ (Jerusalem 1975), chapter 3. On the female aspect of the
 Shekhinah see G. Sholem, On the Mystical Shape of the Godhead: Basic Concepts in the Kabbalah
 (New York 1991), p. 140-196 quoted in Hasan-Rokem, op. cit., p. 128. On the representation of
 Jerusalem as a women in the context of destruction see idem, 'Within Limits and Beyond: History
 and Body in Midrashic texts', International Folklore Review 9 (1993), p. 5-12.
 54. For the consideration of this institution - see notes to the following paragraph.
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 where she goes back to her place.55 Similarly, the council of sages is de-
 scribed as having moved from the Temple precinct to Jerusalem and
 from there, in a topographically and symbolically descending order,
 through the cities of Yavneh, Shefar am, Usha, Bet She'arim, Sepphoris
 and finally Tiberias.
 On one level, this parallel journey can be seen as having the politi-
 cal agenda of endowing the rabbinic assemblies with the highest reli-
 gious authority through their depiction as the heirs of the great ancient
 council.56 Nevertheless, the extremely charged symbols evoked here sug-
 gest an additional operation. It seems that the direct link made in this
 account between the divine presence and the Sanhédrin allows for the
 rabbinic urban centres to be associated with the very sites constituting
 the sacred topography of Jerusalem. Bet She'arim for instance, is associ-
 ated with the inner part of Jerusalem, Sepphoris is paralleled with the
 Mount of Olives, and Tiberias is compared with the desert, the tenth
 stage of the Shekhinas exile.57 What this alignment of rabbinic centres
 55. See also Avot de Rabbi Natan A 34. Our source does not actually name the mountain as
 the Mount of Olives, but the quotation referred to here (Ezekiel 11:23), which locates it east of the
 city, is understood in other versions of this account, such as the one in Lamentations Rabbah 25, to
 mean the Mount of Olives. Lamentations Rabbah makes a link between the city wall and the
 Sanhédrin through the numerical value of the word anah (probably a plumb line) and its articula-
 tion in Amos 7:7.
 56. Catherine Hezser has recently summarised the debate regarding the historical evidence
 for the existence and nature of this institution. C. Hezser, The Social Structure of the Rabbinic Move-
 ment in Roman Palestine , TSAJ 66 (Tübingen 1997), p. 186-196. The main sources quoted by
 Hezser are L.I. Levine, The Rabbinic Class of Roman Palestine in Late Antiquity (Jerusalem and New
 York 1989), p. 76-82; D.M. Goodblatt, The Monarchic Principle: Studies in Jewish Self Government
 in Antiquity (Tübingen 1994), p. 77-130. While most scholars today seem to agree that the
 Sanhédrin did not exist after 70 CE, and that the references to this legendary council in the litera-
 ture are meant to glorify the assembly of the sages meeting under the hospice of the patriarchs,
 some also argue that this council did not exist even during the time of the Second Temple. For a
 recent evaluation of the narrative of Yavneh as a constituting event in rabbinic Judaism see D.
 Boyarin, Border Lines: the Partition ofJudaeo-Christianity (Philadelphia 2004).
 57. Beit She'arim was the original seat of Rabbi Yehudah the Patriarch and the place that
 became, after his death, perhaps the most important Jewish necropolis in late antique Palestine; see
 B. Mazar, Beth She'arim: Report on the Excavations During 1936-40 vol. 1, [Hebrew] (Jerusalem
 1957); N. Avigad, Beth She'arim: the Archaeological Excavations During 1953-58 vol. 3, [Hebrew] (Je-
 rusalem 1971). Sepphoris, discussed at some length below, was a Hasmonaean city and was made
 the capital of the Galilee by Herod Antipas at the turn of the Common Era. It became one of the
 prominent Jewish towns and centres of rabbinic study as well as the seat of the Patriarchate during
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 to Jerusalems constituting sites appears to achieve is first, the incorpora-
 tion of Talmudic towns into the mythical structure of the cosmic centre.
 At a time when Jewish communities' participation in the sacred topog-
 raphy was no longer possible through, for instance, ritual pilgrimage
 and delivery of tithe or donations to the Temple treasury, a new form of
 orientation and consecration became necessary. To some extent, these
 rituals of orientation and consecration were established through the
 emerging rabbinic legislation concerning, for example, synagogue lit-
 urgy, purity, tithe as well as many other issues, which reinterpreted Tem-
 ple worship and rendered it present (and partially replaceable) in the
 new urban reality.58 The capacity of the Temples to mediate the divine
 was to be fully regained only in the imagined days of redemption.59
 In this sense, the parallel journey of the Sanhédrin and the
 shekhinah not only incorporates rabbinic towns into Jerusalems sacred
 topography through the narrative of destruction and exile but also
 through that of restoration. The role of rabbinic communities in the
 eschatological era is made explicit in the text by way of a rich scriptural
 exegesis. R. Yochanan, the head of the Tiberian academy, to whom this
 source is attributed, interprets the fact that Tiberias is the lowest geo-
 graphical station of the Sanhédrins exile as a sign of degradation.60 He
 responds to another quote from Isaiah (26:5) ťFor he has brought low
 those who dwelt high up, has humbled the secure city, humbled it to
 the third and fourth centuries. The Mishnah is assumed to have been compiled there; see, for ex-
 ample, R. Martin-Nagy, C.L. Meyers, E.M. Meyers and Z. Weiss (eds.), Sepphoris in Galilee: Cross-
 currents of Culture (Winona Lake 1996). Tiberias, also built by Herod Antipas, is located on the
 shore of the Sea of Galilee. It played an important role in the Great Rebellion against Rome and
 had a large Jewish population. Tiberias became a leading rabbinic centre of study from the third
 century on and was probably where the Palestinian Talmud - the Yerushalmi - was compiled; Y.
 Hirschfeld, G. Forester and F. Vitto, 'Tiberias', in: E. Stern (ed.), New Encyclopedia of Archaeologi-
 cal Excavations in the Holy Land - vol. 4 (New York and London 1993), p. 1464-1473.
 58. For a discussion of the relations of the Temple and the synagogue see Fine, op. cit., p. 7-
 8; S.J.D. Cohen, 'The Temple and the Synagogue', in: T.G. Madsen (ed.), The Temple in Antiquity
 (Provo 1984), p. 151-174. L.I. Levine, The Ancient Synagogue: the First Thousand Years (New Haven
 2000). For a rabbinic reference to the synagogue as a diminished temple see BT, Megillah, 29a.
 59. As I shall demonstrate later on, even this capacity of the Temple will already be under-
 stood differendy.
 60. His source for this interpretation is Isaiah 29:4.
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 the ground, levelled it with the dusť with another quote from the same
 prophet regarding the rebuilding of Jerusalem (52:2) 'Arise, shake off the
 dusť and thus determines that from Tiberias Israel will be redeemed.
 This is enforced by the implied association of Tiberias with the desert,
 the final place of ascent of the divine presence. Although the shekhinah
 and the Sanhédrin went in separate and opposite directions (northward
 and southward) the possibility of return from the desert marks also the
 hope for the redemption that will begin in the city.
 Another connection between the rabbinic town and the sacred to-
 pography of a future Jerusalem made in this multi-layered text is the
 symbolic coupling of Sepphoris with the Mount of Olives as the ninth
 station of exile. This mountain is mentioned already in tanaitic sources
 as the place to which God will descend in the messianic days of Gog
 and Magog.61 In much later sources it is described as the location of the
 apocalyptic earthquake, which will break the ground s surface and allow
 for the dead to pass through the special tunnels made for them all the
 way up to Jerusalem.62
 Eschatologys Mediation : the Imagination of a Future City
 While in BT Rosh Hashanah 3ia-b, this eschatological reference to
 Sepphoris is only implied, BT Bava Batra 75b gives the city an explicit
 part in the restoration of Jerusalem. As part of a highly speculative dis-
 cussion concerning the Jerusalem of the world to come the words of
 Reish Lakish are brought forth:63
 Reish Lakish Said: "the Holy One, Blessed is He, will one day add on
 to Jerusalem gardens numbering a thousand times the numerical value
 of the word 'tefef' [169], and towers numbering a thousand times the
 61. Avot de-Rabbi Natan A 34.
 62. On the myth of the tunnels for the dead - see BT Ketubot ina; Genesis Rabbah 96:5;
 Pesikta Rabbati 1; for the location of the tunnels' opening under the Mount of Olives see J. D .
 Eisenstein (ed.), Otzar Hamidrashim (New York 1915), p. 84.
 63. lar»1? Vep »nimra «]ďď o-'wit bv «pin1? лизрп тпзг ivrpb am ia«'
 rm nnnVwa mrs тгоп •»мг^от» •ai иэк sicw.nmiVwa щсхэ mn лпю лпк Vsi хуйлсвто nVw wi
 ".тир v* пэча очрп» оччавп пка ла
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 numerical value of the word 'kefel' [210], and fortresses numbering a
 thousand times the numerical value of the word 'litzuy [146] and
 monumental archways64 numbering one thousand and two times the
 numerical value of the word 'shilo' [345]. 65 And each of these additions
 will be as the city 0/ Sepphoris in its tranquillity." It was taught in a
 baraita : R' Yose said: "I saw Sepphoris in its tranquillity and there
 were in it one hundred and eighty thousand marketplaces merely for
 vendors of pot stew."66
 This legendary description of Jerusalems growth and expansion, in
 which there is an excessive multiplication of additions to Jerusalem and
 an overflow of architectural elements, appears to be a rhetorical exag-
 geration, meant to give the citys change of scale a miraculous nature.
 Nevertheless, the imagery implemented is in no way accidental and it
 seems to follow the main literary strategy applied in the other specula-
 tions from this source, on which I will now briefly elaborate.
 The various meditations on the nature of the future Jerusalem in
 the discussion from which this quote originates contain some of the ac-
 counts I have mentioned earlier, describing towering blocks of gems at
 the gates of Jerusalem, the Leviathans banquet for the righteous con-
 ducted within the walls, and the elevation of the city. What is important
 about these depictions is the dialectical tension they generate between
 the supernatural ideal aspects of the future Jerusalem and its concrete
 mundane ones.67 For instance, the precious stones, which God will lay
 at the gates of the city, are carved as perfect squares measuring thirty by
 thirty amot.6% However, these stones are prepared in this world by la-
 64. Miller notes that the word totafra'ot is a corruption of the Greek tetrapyla. Miller, op. cit.
 (I999)> P- 1 58-1 59- The Schottenstein edition translates this word as fortresses and the word
 biraniyot as casdes.
 65. On the different traditional attempts to understand the words tafaf, kafal, litzuy and shilo
 see the Schottenstein edition Bava Batra 75b note 20.
 66. Later versions of this speculation are found in Yal. Zechariah 569 (see Eisenstein, op. cit.,
 p. 386); and without mentioning Sepphoris in Yal. Psalm 756; Midrash Psalm 48.
 67. Eli Yassif discusses this tension between the concrete and fictional elements in the context
 of the rabbinic humour tales. E. Yassif, 'Humour Stories in the Aggadah: Typology, Subject, Mean-
 ing', [Hebrew] in: Y. Zusman and D. Rosenthal (eds.), Talmudic Studies: Collected Studies in the Tal-
 mud and Adjacent Fields Dedicated to the Memory of Ephraim E. Urbach Jerusalem 2005), p. 421-430.
 68. An amma (singular of amot) measures approximately 50-55 cm.
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 bouring angels. The banquet for the righteous conducted in the city to
 come will be prepared by God and the archangel Gabriel from the flesh
 of the mythical beast - the Leviathan. Nevertheless, what is left over
 from this meal will be sold in the markets of Jerusalem.69 Lastly, the city
 will be elevated by God to the height of three parsaot70 which, it turns
 out in this speculation, is the physical extent of the historical Jerusalem
 as remembered by an old man who had once lived there. These accounts
 establish a dialogue with the biblical traditions of Jerusalem,71 as well as
 with the iconography that appears in Christian depictions of the future
 Jerusalem,72 but as part of this dialogue they seem to attach an earthly
 aspect to the prophetic and apocalyptic ideal imagery.73
 The random clustering of edifices in Reish Lakishs account seems
 to be consistent with these other speculations in Bava Batra 75a-b. On
 the one hand, the structures he portrays seem to be emblems of urban
 enclosures suggesting paradisiacal gardens or paradigmatic walled cities
 surrounded by towers; they are generic but also symbolic, and they are
 also endowed with a divine aura by the attribution of their distribution
 to God himself.74 At the same time, however, Reish Lakishs depiction is
 very far from the sense of proportion and harmony associated with geo-
 metrical measurements; and the use of obscure groups of letters as nu-
 merical values, resulting in non-typical numbers and in incomprehensi-
 ble words, creates a notion of a very fragmented Jerusalem.75
 69. The theme of the banquet of the Leviathan emerges in this discussion as an exegesis of
 Job 30.
 70. A parsa (singular of parsaot ) measures approximately 4-5 km.
 71. See for example the reference in this source to the Temple described by Ezekiel 41:6.
 72. See in particular the precious stones adorning the heavenly Jerusalem in Revelation 21:18.
 73. Urbach, op. cit. (2002), p. 169-170.
 74. On Eden as a walled garden see BT Tamid 32b; BT Shabbat 119b; In BT Eruvin 19a,
 Reish Lakish himself speculates that if the Garden of Eden is in the Land of Israel, its gate is in the
 walled city of Bet She'an (Scythopolis). According to BT Pesahim 54a, the Garden of Eden and the
 Temple were created before the world along side such things as the thrown of glory and the name
 of the Messiah. On the link between the banishment from the Garden of Eden and that from the
 Temple see Hasan-Rokem, op , cit., p. 133.
 75. Earlier in the same source R. Hanina bar Papa quotes Zechariah 2:6, in which an angel
 appears to the prophet while going to measures Jerusalem with a rope, and describes the very act of
 measuring as an inappropriate limitation to the holy city.
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 Moreover, apart from their symbolic and emblematic quality, these
 additions also allude to existing architectural elements known to the
 rabbis from their own surroundings and from surviving traditions of Je-
 rusalem. The city of Sepphoris, for example, where Reish Lakish studied
 with his friend and teacher R. Yochanan,76 was already mentioned in the
 M Arakhim 9:6 alongside Jerusalem and other cities dating back to bib-
 lical times, as being based on an ancient fortress or castle (msp).77
 Other sources testify to a fortress, which stood in the city in their own
 time.78 In the Aramaic word used here for the plural of fortresses or cas-
 tles, biraniyot ,79 there might also be a reference to the structure called
 the birah, which is mentioned by Josephus80 as well as by the rabbis81 as
 standing on the Temple Mount.82 Some scholars have identified this
 structure with the Herodian fortress Antonia erected north of the Tem-
 ple precinct.83 Elsewhere in the Talmud, the flower gardens of Jerusalem
 are mentioned as dating to the time of the prophets.84 Urban and rural
 towers are mentioned in several places in rabbinic literature, including
 in R. Shimon bar Yochai s description of the area between Tiberias and
 Sepphoris.85 The tetrapyla , monumental arched structures built on four
 columns, were erected at the crossroads of main streets and were com-
 mon in eastern Graeco-Roman cities.86
 76. PT Niddah 9a.
 77. S.S. Miller, Studies in the History and Traditions of Sepphoris (Leiden 1984), p. 15-30.
 78. Ibid., 31-45.
 79. See M. SokolofF, A Dictionary of Jewish Palestinian Aramaic (Ramat-Gan, Baltimore and
 London 2002), p. 102; M. Jastrow, Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Bavli, and Yerushalmi,
 and the Midrashic Literature (New York 1982), p. 165.
 80. Antiquities XV, 403, 409; Jewish War I, 75, 79.
 81. For instance PT Pesahim 34d; BT Pesahim 8ib-82a.
 82. For a new interpretation of this structure and a summary of its study see J. Schwartz,
 'The Temple in Jerusalem', in: Poorthuis and Safrai (eds.), op. cit. , p. 29-49.
 83. Ibid., p. 30. In this sense, Reish Lakish's future Jerusalem will consist of the same parts
 that made the historical Jerusalem multiplied in the thousands.
 84. BT Bava Kama 82b.
 85. T Eruvin 4:11. For an account of city towers see for instance M Shekalim 4:2.
 86. See for examples the ones found in Gerasa. C.H. Kraeling, Gerasa, City of the Decapolis:
 an Account embodying the Record of a Joint Excavation conducted by Yale University and the British
 School of Archaeology in Jerusalem, 1928-1930 (New Haven 1938).
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 It has to be said at this point that fortresses, towers, gardens and
 archways can be manipulated in literature precisely because they are
 both concrete and symbolic. Their architectural types were developed
 around particular cultural institutional practices and embodied rich
 symbolic meanings. As I mentioned following Merleau-Ponty, the in-
 corporation of such structures into literature marks a further level of
 symbolic articulation. For example, fortresses that on one level were
 meant to protect, were also designed to determine highly ritualised rela-
 tionships between subjects and ruler and therefore, in literature, could
 stand for anything between shelter and kingship. This movement be-
 tween the practice and the symbol is what I described earlier as the me-
 diating structure of representation operating in cities.
 In their discussion, Reish Lakish and the other speakers in Bava
 Batra , seem to move between these two aspects of the city in a unique
 manner, constantly giving Jerusalem new meaning. City gates for exam-
 ple, are vulnerable places and are usually built by massive stones but in
 the messianic city they will serve only as adornment and God can thus
 make them out of enormous gemstones. Similarly, fortresses enclose
 temples, armies and kings but in the future Jerusalem they will be an
 indication of the peoples strength and wealth and God can therefore
 multiply them endlessly to form the new neighbourhoods.
 Furthermore, the surreal quality of these depictions, in which jew-
 els are in the size of towers, marketplace butchers sell the flesh of a
 mythical beast and cities are elevated to enormous heights, suggest an
 attempt to construct a new reality. This description of the messianic city
 appears to interweave familiar with miraculous phenomena and thus,
 portrays a different reality in which Israel can meet its God.87 If 'Jerusa-
 lem which is below' will always be confined to earth and 'Jerusalem
 which is above' is eternally secure in heaven, the future Jerusalem stands
 in between them as mediator.
 87. See Hasan-Rokem, op, cit., chapter 8, where she discusses the Utopian aspects of escha-
 tology in the rabbinic folk tale.
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 The Rabbinic City :
 Sepphoris and the Deconstruction of Jerusalems Sacred Topography
 This picture of the messianic era, articulated here through the symbol of
 the future Jerusalem as a mediating place wherein elements from the
 present world become a constituting part of a more sacred reality, has
 been dealt with in research.88 In the study of rabbinic literature, how-
 ever, the meaning of the incorporation into this eschatological realm of
 existing places such as Sepphoris, which is explicitly mentioned in the
 text quoted here, has hardly been discussed. The fact that the towers,
 gardens and fortresses forming the topography of the future Jerusalem
 in Reish Lakishs speculation are likened to Sepphoris seems unusual
 considering the different status of the two cities.89 What then lies be-
 hind Sepphoris s use as the very model for the new building blocks of
 the future Jerusalem?
 This question seems to have concerned the redactors of the Talmud
 themselves, who brought into the discussion a quote from the second
 century R. Yose (perhaps the sage most closely identified with Seppho-
 ris) for the purpose of illuminating the puzzling phrase 'Sepphoris in its
 Tranquillity'.90 The Hebrew word for tranquillity (rmVttf) may also desig-
 nate peace and prosperity, and was used in the Bible in reference to ar-
 eas in the Land of Israel (I Chronicles 4:40), to cities such as the rich
 and sinful Sodom (Ezekiel 16:49) and ^ so to Jerusalem (Zechariah 7:7,
 Psalm 122:7). Ь is employed by tanaitic midrashim on the Torah, in the
 same conjugation used here, when describing the peacefulness of the
 88. The classical work on rabbinic eschatology is G. Sholem, The Messianic Idea in Judaism
 and Other Essays in Jewish Spirituality (New York 1972). See also Urbach, op. cit. (1975), chapter 17;
 Z. Baras (ed.), Messianism and Eschatology (Jerusalem 1983).
 89. I am referring to the part in Reish Lakishs speculation from Bava Batra 75b in which he
 states: '... and each one of these additions will be as Sepphoris in its tranquillity'.
 90. According to BT Moed Qatan гф-гба. R. Yose's death caused the roof gutters of
 Sepphoris to run with blood. He is also mentioned as the leading Sepphorean authority in a list of
 rabbis and the towns wherein they taught - ВТ Sanhédrin 32b. The original context of R. Yoses
 statement concerning Sepphoris is not known. Its tone implies that it was made as part of a discus-
 sion of the city's merits or in response to a different statement. However, there is no other mention
 of Sepphoris's tranquillity in tanaitic texts. It may be assumed therefore, that R. Yose is the inspira-
 tion for the later use of this phrase by Reish Lakish.
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 Land of Israel (Sifre Deuteronomy 357) and the prosperity of Sodom
 (Genesis Rabbah 49: 21). 91 Hence, on one level it would appear that R.
 Yose s choice of words and the connection he makes between Sepphoris s
 tranquillity and its legendary number of marketplaces suggests the
 meaning of his celebratory phrase is a mark of wealth and stability. It
 would follow that Reish Lakishs application of this phrase to messianic
 Jerusalem is meant to endow it with these virtues. Nevertheless, when
 further unfolding Sepphoris s prosperity and peace in the period of these
 two rabbis, it seems that there are yet additional qualities embodied in
 the phrase 'Sepphoris in its tranquillity.'
 This unfolding begins with the economical and political situation
 of Sepphoris, as we know it from historical, archaeological and literary
 evidence. The notion of peacefulness is associated with Sepphoris also in
 the citys coins, in which, for example, Sepphoris is designated as
 eirenopolis - city of peace.92 This designation has already been explained
 by Ya'akov Meshorer as reflecting the Sepphorean cooperative approach
 towards the Romans at the time of the Great Rebellion, to which
 Josephus attests.93 The cessation of independent local coin minting dur-
 ing Hadrians reign and the pagan imagery on later coins of this mostly
 Jewish city,94 which was at that point referred to as Diocaesarea,95 might
 indicate that this peaceful relationship had declined following the bitter
 Jewish rebellion against the Roman empire around the year 135 CE.96 As
 91. The Aramaic translation of the Torah, Targum Neofiti, interestingly, translates the words
 from Genesis 49:1 'the days to come' as 'the tranquillity of Eden' (psn nmiVtf).
 92. Martin-Nagy, Meyers, Meyers and Weiss, op. cit., p. 195. See E.M. Meyers, 'Sepphoris:
 City of Peace', in: A.M. Berlin and J. A. Overman, The First Jewish Revolt (London 2002), p. 110-
 112.
 93. See Y. Meshorer, 'The Coins of Sepphoris as a Historic Source', [Hebrew] Zion 33, 3
 (1978), p. 185-200; and 'Sepphoris and Rome', in: O. Morkholm and N.M. Waggoner (eds.), Greek
 Numismatics and Archaeology : Essays in Honour of Margaret Thompson (Wetteren 1979), p. 159-171.
 See also Miller, 'Hellenistic and Roman Sepphoris: the Historical Evidence, in: Martin-Nagy,
 Meyers, Meyers and Weiss, op. cit. (1996), p. 22-24. On Josephus see Jewish War III.30-31.
 94. On the issue of the Jewish majority in the city and on Sepphoris s social structure see
 Miller, op. cit. (1999), p. 147-149.
 95. Dio - of Zeus (or godlike), Caesar - Emperor. See H.G. Liddell and R. Scott, Greek-
 English Lexicon (Oxford 1940; revised 1996), p. 482. Miller, op. cit. (1996), p. 23 and note 25.
 9 6. Ibid.; Meshorer, op. cit. (1978), p. 188-192.
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 a native of Sepphoris, R. Yo se himself seem to have experienced this
 friction several times.97 Soon after, however, stability was regained in the
 Galilee allowing for an even greater economical and religious golden
 age. An enormous building enterprise, enlarging the city eastwards,
 which may have began at the turn of the second century, seemed to
 have achieved a significant urban development by the middle of that
 century.98
 The economic consequences of tranquillity, implied by R. Yose in
 his account of the many marketplaces in Sepphoris, are evident in the
 archaeological findings from this newly built area. The typically Roman
 orthogonal street system of a cardo and decumanus provided a structure
 for wealthy private villas, an elaborate market structure and a bath-
 house.99 These structures add to the overall picture of prosperity emerg-
 ing from the excavation of an elaborate theatre, private shops and a rich
 residential building on the hilltop of Sepphoris erected by the end of the
 second century CE.IO° Mosaic imagery from that period, as well as from
 later times, portray scenes of material abundance and fertility and the
 investments in expensive building constructions such as Sepphoriss
 elaborate water system, indicates the magnitude of funds available for
 public projects.101 The fact that the Sepphorean marketplace was thriv-
 ing and so in need of regulation and administration may also be evident
 in a lead market weight found in the city, which is inscribed with the
 97. See BT Sanhédrin 15a; BT Shabbat 33b.
 98. Z. Weiss and E. Netzer, 'Hellenistic and Roman Sepphoris: the Archaeological evidence',
 in: Martin-Nagy, Meyers, Meyers and Weiss, op. cit. (1996), p. 31. See also E.M. Meyers,
 'Sepphoris, "Ornament of All Galilee"', Biblical Archaeologist 49,1 (1986), p. 4-19.
 99. Z. Weiss and E. Netzer, 'The Hebrew University Expedition's Excavations in Sepphoris
 in the Years 1992-1996', [Hebrew] Qadmoniot 30, 1(113) (I997)> P- 2-21 5 JE Strange, 'The Eastern
 Basilical Building', in: Martin-Nagy, Meyers, Meyers and Weiss, op. cit., p. 117-122.
 100. E.M. Meyers, C.L. Meyers and E. Netzer, Sepphoris (Winona Lake 1992); Z. Weiss and
 E. Netzer, op. cit. (199 7), p. 6-9.
 101. R. Talgam and Z. Weiss, 'The Mosaics of the House of Dionysos at Sepphoris', Qedem
 44, (Jerusalem 2004); L.A. Roussin, 'Spheres of Influence in the Mosaics of Sepphoris', in La
 Mosaïque Gréco-Romaine VII - tome i (Tunis 1999), p. 171-175; T. Tzuk, 'The Aqueducts of
 Sepphoris', in: Martin-Nagy, Meyers, Meyers and Weiss, op. cit., p. 46-47. On mosaics from the
 Byzantine period see Z. Weiss and R. Talgam, 'The Nile Festival Building and its Mosaics: Mytho-
 logical Representations in Early Byzantine Sepphoris', J.H. Humphrey (ed.), The Roman and Byz-
 antine Near East, III, JRA Supplement Series 49 (Portsmouth 2002), p. 55-90.
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 names of two Jewish agoranomoi - market inspectors.102 Sepphoriss
 peace and prosperity seem to have reached one of the peaks at the time
 of R. Yehudah the Patriarch, a student of R. Yose s, whose great wealth
 and close ties with the Roman authorities made his Sepphorean court a
 powerful political and religious establishment.103
 Further attestation to Sepphoriss prosperity in rabbinic literature
 appears in regard to the fertility of its lower Galilean surroundings. In
 the Talmud we find several stories about the abundance of local pro-
 duce, amongst which is the description of R. Yose s own store of dry figs
 that were bursting with honey to the point of flooding his attic.104 Reish
 Lakish, who uses R. Yoses phrase regarding the city's tranquillity,
 claimed that the fertility of Sepphoris spread over many miles and de-
 scribed this bountiful area as flowing with milk and honey.'105 The story
 about one of Reish Lakishs teachers - R. Hanina, whose profits from
 honey trade were invested in the building of a Torah academy in
 Sepphoris - makes a clear metaphorical association between the produc-
 tivity of the land and the increase in study.106
 Moreover, the proximity of trade and study figures in several
 midrashic accounts of the Sepphorean marketplace, the growth of
 which corresponds with the advance of rabbinic activity in the city circa
 the first half of the second century CE.107 For instance, the famous en-
 counter of R. Eliezer, son of Hyrcanus, with a Christian and their con-
 102. Martin-Nagy, Meyers, Meyers and Weiss, op. cit., p. 201. The measurements and
 weights of Sepphoris became a standard throughout Palestine: BT Eruvin 83a; Ketubot nib;
 Pesahim 109a; PT Shabbat на; Pesahim yjc.
 103. On R. Yehudah the Patriarch and the institution of the Patriarchate see Levine, op. cit
 (1989), p. 33-38, 134-162; Hezser, op. cit. (199 7), p. 405-435; S. Stern, 'Rabbi and the Origins of the
 Patriarchate', JJS 54, 2 (2003), p. 193-215.
 104. PT Peah 20b.
 105. BT Megillah 6a. For a later depiction of Sepphoris as the very land of milk and honey
 see also PT Bikurim 64b.
 106. PT Peah 20b. See S.S. Miller, 'R. Hanina bar Hama at Sepphoris', in: L.I. Levine (ed.),
 The Galilee in Late Antiquity (New York 1992), p. 175-200.
 107. Weiss and Netzer, op. cit. (1996), p. 31. The Sepphorean marketplace may have been a
 collection of places, comprised of colonnaded streets, private shops and forum or basilical struc-
 tures. The Graeco-Roman marketplace was a site for study and worship as well as for legal and
 political activities. See Vitruvius, Ten Books on Architecture , Book V, chapters 1-4.
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 sequent discussion of the Jerusalem Temple took place at the upper
 marketplace of Sepphoris.108 R. Halafta, who was R. Yoses father and a
 prominent Sepphorean authority, responds to a condemnation of idle
 market gatherings by saying that the Divine Presence is revealed to
 those who sit in the marketplace and study Torah.109 R. Yose himself is
 described in rabbinic literature as conducting polemical discussions with
 a Roman lady at the marketplace, and he also rules regarding the con-
 duct of women and children walking there.110 In JT Khetubot 35d, R.
 Yoses son - R. Yishmael - is reported to have ruled in the Sepphorean
 marketplace in a case of alimonies. When the Talmud asks why is it im-
 portant to indicate that this ruling took place in the marketplace, R.
 Yehudah the Patriarch explains the advantages of conducting a legal ses-
 sion where merchants can share with the ruling authority the informa-
 tion they gathered by travelling.
 R. Yehudah the Patriarch is the link between the tranquil' days of
 R. Yoses generation and those of Reish Lakishs. His time in Sepphoris
 not only marked it as a political capital but also as a significant rabbinic
 centre of study wherein projects such as the redaction of the Mishnah,
 the first canonised compilation of oral Torah, could be accomplished.111
 The tradition of correspondence between civic and religious activities
 that was manifest in the Sepphorean marketplace continued at the
 amoraic time of the Patriarchs heirs. R. Yanai for instance, who was one
 108. BT Avodah Zarah i6b-i7a. See also T Hulin 2:24. For a discussion of this encounter, the
 outcome of which was R. Eliezer s persecution by the Roman authorities on the charges of being a
 Christian himself, see D. Boyarín, Dying for God: Martyrdom and the Making of Christianity and
 Judaism (Stanford 1999), and S.S. Miller, 'The Minim of Sepphoris Reconsidered', HTR 86, 4
 (1993), p. 379-981.
 109. Avot de Rabbi Natan В 34.
 no. For the discussion with the Roman lady see Tanaitic Midrash to Deuteronomy 26:19.
 Although we may assume that this dialogue is taking place in Sepphoris s market place, there is no
 specific indication for this in the text. For other accounts of R. Yose s conversations with the Ro-
 man lady see Genesis Rabbah 4:6, 17:7, 25:1. On R. Yoses ruling see ВТ Sanhédrin 19a. The ques-
 tion of gender in relation to the institution of the market place in rabbinic towns was discussed by
 C. Baker, op. cit., p. 77-112.
 in. On the redaction of the Mishnah see H. Albeck, Introduction to the Mishna , [Hebrew]
 (Jerusalem 1959), p. 107-115; S. Lieberman, Hellenism in Jewish Palestine (New York 1962), p. 83-99;
 J. Neusner, Oral Tradition in Judaism: the Case of the Mishnah (New York and London 1987). See
 also the consideration of this issue in Miller, op. cit. (1999), p. 153.
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 of the Patriarchs students and a teacher of Reish Lakish and R.
 Yohanan, seems to have recited the mtisaf prayer at the citys market-
 place.112 Elsewhere in the Talmud, R. El'azar, a student and colleague of
 R. Yohanan and Reish Lakish, is described as descending from the up-
 per marketplace of Sepphoris in order to study in the lower one.
 Although accounts of this kind were told for the purpose of clarify-
 ing specific halakhic or homiletic issues, their distinct urban back-
 grounds seem to have accumulated reverence and admiration of its own.
 Being the setting, as well as the topic, of many rabbinic discussions that
 in later years were acknowledged for their constituting theological role,
 appears to have made Sepphoris a paradigmatic rabbinic city.113 As
 Miller has shown, this status allowed for its tradition as a model Tal-
 mudic town to be carried well into the Middle Ages.114 R. Yose himself
 is recorded as saying that Sepphoris is a great city of sages and scribes'.115
 Following this, it may be said that Reish Lakishs insertion of
 Sepphoris into the picture of the future Jerusalem as the building block
 of restoration is not only on account of its riches and political promi-
 nence but also on account of the sages ability to orientate these aspects
 towards the Torah. Sepphoris did not become a paradigmatic town for
 its marketplaces mere abundance but rather for the transformation of
 this marketplace into a site of mediation between the divine and the
 human. As Lévinas has noted in the context of Jerusalem, the righteous-
 ness of the rabbis and their engagement with the Torah is what makes a
 town sacred and what fills the heavenly city with divine presence.
 Hence, I would like to argue that the depiction of Sepphoris as the
 model for the fortresses, gardens, archways and towers of the future Je-
 rusalem is meant to alter its old sacred topography and constitute it on
 the new rabbinic one.
 112. PT Berakhot 8c.
 113. On Sepphoris as a paradigmatic rabbinic town see G.E Klein, 'Oral Towns: Rabbinic
 Discourse and the Understanding of the Late Antique Jewish City', in: D. Midgley and C. Emden
 (eds.), Imagining the City - vol. 2: 'The Politics of Urban Space' (Bern and Oxford 2006).
 114. S.S. Miller, 'Jewish Sepphoris: a "Great City of Sages and Scribes'", in: Martin-Nagy,
 Meyers, Meyers and Weiss, op. cit., p. 62-63.
 115. Mekhilta de Rabbi Shimeon ben Yohai, ed. Hoffman, p. 98.
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 For the purpose of further illuminating this radical reworking it is
 necessary to refer back to the question of the way in which the old and
 the new topographies can be reconciled. Catherine Hezser, who recently
 claimed that the Roman and Christian Jerusalem was insignificant for
 the Palestinian Talmud, framed this as an ideological question by con-
 cluding that the rabbis might have been reluctant in this sense to see
 their old rival, the priestly order, restored.116 Although the Temple was
 extremely significant for the rabbis who, as I mentioned before, com-
 memorated it and reinterpreted it in many ways in their theology, the
 structure of mediation based on Temple worship and priesthood was
 fundamentally different from the one constituted on the dialogue and
 study of the sages. The constant tension between the two traditions,
 which characterises the rabbinic project of succession and replacement
 of the sacrificial cult, is evident in the complex negotiations between
 them also in Sepphoris. Though it is difficult to determine the extent to
 which priests had settled in Sepphoris before and after the Temple s de-
 struction, the different sources that mention priests in the city betray
 the ambiguities as well as the strife involved in the reconciliation of rab-
 binic and priestly orders.117
 This dialectic seems to have been present also in the account of the
 journey into exile, taken simultaneously by the divine presence and the
 council of sages. A journey, which already in its initial stage coupled
 Sepphoris and the Mount of Olives as the ninth station on the way to
 the desert and Tiberias, and which would eventually culminate 'back' in
 the future Jerusalem and its Temple.118 As I have established earlier, this
 narrative of the parallel journeys achieved a strong bond with God, a
 new relationship of exile, as Smith puts it, through which the new rab-
 binic order and its engagement with the Torah become as significant a
 mediator as the sacrificial cult. At the same time, however, what under-
 lay this link between the shekhinah and the Sanhédrin was the wish to
 116. Hezser, op. cit. (2000), p. 11-49.
 117. Miller, op. cit. (1984), p. 62-132. See also L.V. Rutgers, 'Incense shovels at Sepphoris?',
 in: Meyers (ed.), op. cit. (1999), p. 177-198.
 118. See my previous discussion of BT Rosh Hashanah 3ia-b.
 institute rabbinic towns based on the sacred topography of Jerusalem,
 thus establishing a continuity with the Temple order and gaining the
 authority embedded in its cult.
 Reish Lakishs constitution of the future Jerusalem on Sepphoriss
 rabbinic topography should therefore be understood in the light of this
 dialectic. Furthermore, it seems that the reorientation of Jerusalems fu-
 ture structure towards that of the sages was at the heart of several other
 articulations of the messianic city, which appear alongside Reish Lakishs
 speculation in the Bava Batra discussion. There, R. Yohanan links the
 righteous ones, whom he previously equated with the rabbis,119 with the
 Messiah and with Jerusalem through the idea that they were all called by
 Gods name. When referring to Jerusalem, R. Yohanan mentions
 Ezekiels account of the city on the mountain noting its measurements -
 18,000 by 18,000 cubits. An even more explicit manifestation of this as-
 sociation between the rabbinic order and the messianic Jerusalem is evi-
 dent in R. Yoses statement, analysed above, concerning Sepphoriss
 tranquillity.120 What at first gives the impression of yet another arbitrary
 numerical exaggeration regarding the 180,000 marketplaces of Seppho-
 ris appears to be a conscious form of exegesis. This number clearly reso-
 nates the extent of the sacred city envisioned by Ezekiel, and its applica-
 tion to Sepphoris s marketplace thus makes a symbolic overlapping of
 the two topographies.121
 Conclusion
 I would like to conclude by situating the discussion conducted so far
 within the more general context of the study of cities. The significant
 place given to cities in theological speculations and religious practices
 indicates their unique capacity to serve as mediators between the com-
 119. BT Bava Batra 75 a. See his interpretation of Job 40:30.
 120. 'I have seen Sepphoris in its tranquillity and there were in it one hundred and eighty
 thousand market places merely for vendors of pot stew'. R. Yose lived three generations prior to
 Reish Lakish.
 121. This way of overlapping seems to be similar to the fragmentation of Jerusalem's topogra-
 phy in Reish Lakishs account of the future city.
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 munity and its highest symbols. In elaborating on architectures funda-
 mental role in the process of perception, I have explained here the onto-
 logical structure of this mediation as a movement from the most em-
 bodied to the most symbolic. It seems that in the study of cities in
 Judaism, this consideration of the urban symbolic structure has been
 lacking so far.
 The great progress made in recent years in the historical and
 archaeological research of Graeco-Roman and Byzantine Palestine for
 example, has yielded many insights as to the material and social infra-
 structure of Jewish towns. However, the iconographie, literary and theo-
 logical exploration that the synagogue has attracted is very rarely applied
 to cities. This is partly due to the difficulty in defining the Jewishness of
 cities at a time when rabbinic Judaism was forming and when political
 power was not entirely in Jewish hands. Yet it seems that this lacuna is
 based also on the scholars' dichotomous tendency to analyse the market-
 place, for instance, from either the socio-economical and historical
 point of view or as a literary trope. At the same time, as I have demon-
 strated here in relation to Sepphoris, the rabbis themselves approached
 this urban institution in a variety of ways at once, using the prosperity
 of the historical marketplace to associate produce with study and honey
 with Torah. In this, the rabbis were in fact initiating the Sepphorean
 marketplace as a structure of mediation between the sacred and the pro-
 fane, as is evident also from the way they inhabited it. The Graeco-Ro-
 man model of the marketplace already provides for such a topography
 of mediation, being a civic centre as well as a place of worship, and the
 rabbis appropriated this model by practicing law, studying Torah and
 praying in its midst.
 The importance of examining the city as a continuum between the
 most mundane practices and the highest of symbols is exemplified by
 the place Jerusalems symbol receives in the understanding of Sepphoris.
 This paradigmatic city, which, at this point, was only accessible in its
 symbolic manifestation, provided the ultimate model of the ideal sacred
 city. It was made synonymous with the people already in biblical times
 and represented the closest link achieved by the people with God
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 through the Temple. Any attempt to constitute a notion of a conse-
 crated community will thus have to include a negotiation with Jerusa-
 lems ritual and symbol and set a place for them within the community.
 In exploring the way this negotiation was conducted in relation to the
 rabbinic city, I tried first to clarify the structure of Jerusalems symbol
 through the analysis of its sacred topography. Here too, the tendency to
 see Jerusalem as a monolithic entity has greatly limited scholars' ability
 to understand the way it functioned in rabbinic theology. The confu-
 sion I have noted between the heavenly city and the future one, between
 the Temple and Jerusalem, and between the future Jerusalem and the
 historical city has, in my view, distorted the picture. By revisiting the
 history of Jerusalems sacred topography from the royal city through its
 conceptualisation by Ezekiel and onto the speculations of the rabbis, I
 was able to distinguish two sets of stratifications with which the Talmud
 later worked.
 These stratifications correspond with the two strategies for posi-
 tioning Sepphoris in relation to Jerusalem, which I analysed through the
 sources from BT Rosh Hashanah 3ia-b, and BT Bava Batra 75a-b. The
 first stratification is that of the concentric layers of sanctity around the
 Temple and Jerusalem, which figured in the source from the Rosh
 Hashanah tractate. There, a parallel journey of the Shekhinah and the
 Sanhédrin from within the Temple precinct into exile was described,
 forging a new shared destiny between God and his people. In this jour-
 ney, an association was made between the new rabbinic towns and the
 mythical sites of Jerusalem. As part of this symbolic coupling, Sepphoris
 is parallelled with the Mount of Olives, a site which is linked in the Jew-
 ish tradition to the eschatological era. This dialectic act of tracing the
 sacred topography of Jerusalem while in fact instituting a distance from
 its holy centre was described in my discussion as standing at the heart of
 the rabbinic project of preservation and yet replacement of the Temple
 cult.
 The second stratification of Jerusalems sacred topography is em-
 bedded in its threefold manifestation as a heavenly, future and earthly
 city. In analysing the literary and theological strategies of BT, Bava
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 Batra 75a-b, I showed how the conflation of real and ideal elements in
 the formation of the messianic reality achieved a picture of a city that
 stands is between 'Jerusalem which is above and 'Jerusalem which is
 below.' Apart from the promise such a city held for a consecrated com-
 munication with God on earth, this intermediate reality allowed for the
 incorporation of existing places, such as Sepphoris, into the holy symbol
 of Jerusalem.
 Reish Lakishs use of the phrase 'Sepphoris in its tranquillity' in
 Bava Batra and R. Yose s linking of this tranquillity to the Sepphorean
 marketplace, has unfolded this institutions movement from practice to
 symbol which I have described above. This movement is what qualified
 Sepphoris s marketplace as an exemplary rabbinic topography of media-
 tion and Sepphoris as a paradigmatic rabbinic town. Hence, in my final
 discussion I suggested seeing the insertion of Sepphoris into the picture
 of Jerusalem, facilitated by its understanding as a symbol and by the
 nearness of the messianic city, as a theological operation. When Reish
 Lakish portrays the layout of the future Jerusalem as a decentralised
 multiplicity of structures, equating each one of them with Sepphoris, he
 in fact replaces the concentric topography of the Temple with that of
 the rabbinic city. It is a simultaneous achievement of continuity with
 the symbol of Jerusalem and its reworking, an orientation of Sepphoris
 towards the cosmic centre and a constitution of the rabbinic city as a
 centre in itself.
